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A GENERALIZATION OF MINIMAL CONES

BY

NORIO EJIRI

Abstract. Let R+ be a positive real line, S" an «-dimensional unit sphere. We

denote by R + XS" the polar coordinate of an (n + l)-dimensional Euclidean space

R" + 1. It is well known that if M is a minimal submanifold in S", then R + XM is

minimal in Rn+[. R + XM is called a minimal cone. We generalize this fact and give

many minimal submanifolds in real and complex space forms.

1. Introduction. The existence and global behavior of submanifold with constant

mean curvature is, in full generality, a difficult area of study. The nonlinearity of the

problem makes even the construction of explicit examples reasonably difficult and,

at the same time, makes such examples indispensable guidelines for research.

Let M be a Riemannian manifold and G a compact connected group of isometries

of M. Then W. Y. Hsiang and H. B. Lawson, Jr. [7] proved that a G-invariant

submanifold N of M is minimal if and only if N/G is minimal in M/G with the

appropriate metric. Under this observation, they explicitly construct vast numbers of

compact minimal submanifolds in nearly all homogeneous spaces.

In [13], J. Simons gives a powerful method of analyzing compact minimal

submanifolds in a sphere and a complex projective space. Nowadays it is known that

there exist many pinching theorems.

It is natural that we are interested in the relaxation among those pinching's values.

The purpose of this paper is to give two observations for the construction of

complete submanifolds with constant mean curvature in a real and complex space

form and to see the relation between examples obtained by our discussion and some

pinching theorems.

Our two observations are as follows:

First observation. Let B and F be, respectively, a Riemannian manifold with

metric g, and a Riemannian manifold with metric g2. Let/be a positive function on

B. We denote by B XfF the product manifold B X F of B and F with metric

g = gx + f2g2. B X, F is called the warped product of B X F [1]. Let M and N be an

w-dimensional submanifold of B and an «-dimensional submanifold of F, respec-

tively. We may naturally see that M X N is an («i + «)-dimensional submanifold of

B XfF, and, with respect to the induced metric, it is also a warped product M XfN.
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The first observation is that

M X N is minimal in B X,F if and only if

(i) M is minimal in B with metric f2n/mgx and

(ii) N is minimal in F.

If B is a positive real line R+ whose coordinate function is s, F is a ¿¡r-dimensional

unit sphere Sq and /= s, then R+XsSq becomes a (q + l)-dimensional Euclidean

space Rq+i minus the origin o. If M = R+ and N is a minimal submanifold in Sq,

then so is R+ XN. This is well known as a minimal cone. On the other hand, in case

N = F is a compact connected homogeneous Riemannian manifold G/K, G acts

naturally on B Xf F as isometries. Thus M Xf F is a (/-invariant minimal submani-

fold with cohomogeneity m if M satisfies the condition (i).

Second observation. Let M be a (2« — l)-dimensional Sasakian manifold with

Sasakian structure (<t>, ¿, tj, g) and /, an interval (a, b) with coordinate function s.

Let / and « be functions on /, such that /> 0 and f2 + « > 0. We define a metric

g = ds2 + f2g + hi) ® i). For an (« — l)-dimensional integral submanifold N of M

and a regular curve r — (s(u), t(u)) of an interval I2 into /, X fi, we construct an

immersion x of I2 X N into /, X M given by x("> x) = (í(m), Expx /(«)£). Then the

second observation is given as follows:

I2X N is minimal in /¡X M with metric g if and only if

(iii) r is a geodesic in /, X R with metric

pO-»{ds2+(f2 + h)dt2}

and

(iv) N is minimal in M.

From these two observations, we proceed by elementary technique to explicitly

construct many complete minimal submanifolds in a real and complex space form.

The author expresses his deep gratitude to Professor K. Ogiue who encouraged

him and gave him a lot of valuable suggestions.

2. Warped product. R. L. Bishop and B. O'Neill [1] studied some properties of

warped product. We shall review them. Let B and F be, respectively, a p-dimensional

Riemannian manifold with metric g, and a ¿¡r-dimensional Riemannian manifold

with metric g2. Let / be a positive function on B. We denote by B Xf F the product

manifold B X F of B and F with metric g — g, + f2g2.

Lemma 1 [1, p. 23]. B XfF is complete if and only if B and F are complete.

Let V, V! and v2 be the covariant differentiations for g, g, and g2 respectively.

Lemma 2 [l,p. 24]. Let X, Y be vector fields on B, and V, Wvector fields on F. Then

(1) vxY = vlxY,

{2)vxV=VvX={Xf/f)V,

(3) VvW=-{g{y,W)/f)G + V2VW,
where G is the gradient off.

We denote by R, /?, and R2 the curvature tensors of B XfF,B and F respectively.
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Lemma 3 [1, p. 25]. Let X, Y, Z be vector fields on B, and U, V, W vector fields on F.

Then

(l)RuvW=R2uvW-(\\G\\/f)2[g(U,W)V-g(V,W)U],

(2)RxvY=-(g(VxG,Y)/f)V,
(3)RXYU=RVWX = 0,

(4) RXVW = RXWV = (g(V, W)/f)vxG,

(5) RXYZ = R\XYZ-

It follows from Lemma 3 that

Lemma A.BXfF has constant sectional curvature c if and only if

(1) the sectional curvature of B is c and that of F is cf2 + \\G\\2,

(2) Hess/=-c/g,.

Remark. (2) implies that cf2 + Il G II2 is constant.

We denote by Sq, Rq and Hq a <¡r-dimensional unit sphere, Euclidean space and

hyperbolic space of sectional curvature -1, respectively.

Corollary 1. (1) [(0, m/2) XúnsSp~*] XcossSq is isometric to an open set of

Sp+q,

(2) (R+ XF"1) Xs Sq is isometric to an open set ofRp+q,

(3)(i? Xe,R"-1) Xe,Rq = Hp+q,

(4) (R x sinh sHP ~ ' ) x cosh sH" « isometric to an open set of Hp+q,

(5)(R+ XcoshsH>'-,) XsiobsSq is isometric to an open set of Hp+q.

3. Geodesic coordinates of complex space forms. Let M be a (2« — 1 )-dimensional

Sasakian manifold with Sasakian structure (<|>, £, tj, g) (cf., for example, [14]).

$€ = 0,   7)(£) = L   <í»2 = -/ + £®t,,

g(X, Í) = r,(X),       g(<j>X, 4>Y) = g(X, Y) - T,(X)V(Y),

d7,{X,Y) = 2g(<¡>X,Y),

4>X=vxt,       (vx4>)Y=-n(Y)X-g(X,Y)è,

where V is the covariant differentiation for g.

Denote by K(X,Y) the sectional curvature for the 2-plane spanned by X and Y.

M is said to have constant </>-holomorphic sectional curvature if K(X, <f>X) is

constant for any X¥^0 such that ^(A") = 0 [11]. A Sasakian manifold M has

constant <i>-holomorphic sectional curvature p if and only if the curvature tensor R

satisfies

(3.1)    RXYZ = ((p + 3)/4)(g(X, Z)Y-g(Y, Z)X) + ((p - l)/4)

■ [r,(X)g(Y, Z) + 7¡(Y)V(Z)X - rí(Y)g(X, Z)¿

-i,(X)n(Z)Y + g(4>X, Z)$Z - g(<bY, Z)<¡>X + 2g(<j>X, Y)*Z\.

S.Tannogives the model spaces S2""'[p] (p > ~3), £2""'[-3] and {LCD" x)[p]

(p < -3) of constant (^-holomorphic sectional curvature p and proves the unique-

ness of them. That is, we see
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Proposition 2 [14]. Let M be a (2« — \)-dimensional complete simply connected

Sasakian manifold of constant <j>-holomorphic sectional curvature.

(1) Ifp > -3, M is isomorphic to S2"~[[p].

(2) Ifp = -3, M is isomorphic to E2n~x[-3\.

(3) Ifp<~3,M is isomorphic to(L- CD"~l)[p].

Remark. S2"-'[l] is 52"-1.

For the second time we denote by M a (2n — l)-dimensional Sasakian manifold

with Sasakian structure (<i>, £, tj, g). Let / be an open interval (a, b) and s a

coordinate function on /. Let / and « be functions in / such that / > 0 and

f2 + « > 0. Then g defined by ds2 + f2g + «17 ® tj is a metric on/XM. We denote

by V the covariant differentiation on I X M for g.

Lemma 5. Let X and Y be vector fields on M such that tj( X) ~ tj( Y ) = 0. Then

Vs/3j3/8, = 0,       Vd/dsX= vxd/ds = (f'/f)X,

V9/8,€ = V.3/35 = (/2 + «)'/2(/2 + «)£,

V*Y = -(f'/f)Ë(X, Y)d/ds + VXY,        v^ = (/2 + «)//2<¡>*,

V4* = V£A- + («//2)<¡>X,        V4€ = - (/2 + «)'/23/3i,

w«ere /' = 3//3s eic.

It is well known that there is a complex structure on fi X M. We construct an

almost complex structure J for which g is an almost Hermitian metric:

73/3j=(lW/2 + «)ê,   7¿ = -//2 + A3/3í,

.AY = <*>* for any X such that r/( X) = 0.

Lemma 6. g ¿s a Kählerian metric with respect to J if and only if h = f2(f'2 — 1).

Let R be the curvature tensor for the Kählerian metric. By a simple but long

calculation, we obtain

Lemma 7. Let X, Y and Z be vector fields on M such that t)(X) = r¡(Y) = i\{Z) — 0.

Then

Äa/3^3/3* = - (/"//.)*,       Äa/B^r = #"*(*. r)3/3* + (f"/f')g(*X, Y)£,

Rwt = -/'/"<#>*,     Rw*/*s = - (W2f" + f2f'f'")/f2f'2t>

Aa/9í{^= -irr+x,   r*/*s¿ = (3//'2 +/2/7'")3/3i,

Ä^y8/aj = -(2/"//')i(*^,ir){,

Ä^Z = -2g(4,X, 7)(/'2 - l)<f>Z +f'2g(Y, Z)X-f'2g(X, Z)Y

+ (1 -/'2)g(<i»z,y)**-(i -/'2)g(<#»z, A-)^y + ä^z,

Ä^ = 2f2f'f"g{<t>X, Y)d/ds,       Rx(d/ds = -f'f'tX,

R~xiY= -f2f'f"g(x,<i>Y)d/ds - (1 +ff")g(x, y)i + Ä^y,

w«ere Ä is the curvature tensor of M.

RxÀ=ff'2f"X,
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Combining the above with (3.1), we have

Lemma 8. The Kählerian manifold (I X M, J, g) is of constant holomorphic sec-

tional curvature 4 c if and only if

(1)/" = -cfand

(2) M has constant ^-holomorphic sectional curvature 4(c/2 + f'2) — 3.

In particular, ((0, w/2) X S2n~\ /, g) with f = sins is a geodesic coordinate neigh-

borhood of an n-dimensional complex projective space Pn of constant holomorphic

sectional curvature 4 and (R+XS2"~\ J, g) with f= s and smhs is respectively a

geodesic coordinate neighborhood of an n-dimensional complex Euclidean space C" and

an n-dimensional complex hyperbolic space Hn of constant holomorphic sectional

curvature -4.

Remark. / X M is an Einstein Kahler manifold with Ricci curvature X if and only

if

(1) Ricci curvature of M in the direction of X such that T)(Ar) = 0 is a constant p.

and

(2) 2//" + 2«/'2 + Xf2 - (2 + p) = 0.

4. First observation. We use the same notation and terminologies as in §2. Let M

be an w-dimensional submanifold in B and N an «-dimensional submanifold in F.

We denote by a, and a2 the second fundamental forms of M and N respectively.

Hence we may assume that M X N is an (m + «)-dimensional submanifold in

B XfF. The second fundamental form of M X N is denoted by a.

Lemma 9. Let X, Y be vector fields on M, and V, W vector fields on N. Then

(l)o(X,Y) = o,(X,Y),

(2)a(X,V) = 0,

(3) a(V, W) = -fg2(V, W)G± +a2(V, W),

where Gx is the normal component of G for M in B.

Accordingly, we get

Lemma 10. The mean curvature vector of M X N in B XfF is given by

m/{m + n)£x-n/ {{m + n)f)G± +«/ ((m + «)/2)£2

where £, and £2 are respectively the mean curvature vectors of M and N.

On the other hand, under a conformai change of the metric of the ambiant space,

the mean curvature vector of a submanifold is subject to some change.

Lemma 11. Let £' be the mean curvature vector of M in B with metric f2n/mgl. Then

£'=/-2"/m(£, -n/(mf)G±).

Lemma 11, together with Lemma 10, shows the first observation.

Theorem l. M X N is minimal in B XfFif and only if

(1) M is minimal in B with metric f2n/mgl and

(2) N is minimal in F.
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Applying Theorem 1 to Corollary 1, we have some examples of minimal submani-

folds in a real space form.

Example 1. For (1) of Corollary 1, let A7 be an «-dimensional minimal submani-

fold in Sq and M an w-dimensional minimal submanifold in (0, m/T) X Sp~x with

metric (coss)2n/m(ds2 + (sins)2g). Then MX N can be minimally immersed in

Sp+q.
Example 2. For (2), let N be an «-dimensional minimal submanifold in Sq and M

an w-dimensional minimal submanifold in R+XRP~X with metric s2n/m(ds2 + g).

Then M X N can be minimally immersed in Rp+q.

Example 3. For (3), let N be an «-dimensional minimal submanifold in Rq and M

an w-dimensional minimal submanifold in R X Rp~] with metric

e(2n/m)s(ds2 + e2sg).

Then M X N can be minimally immersed in Hp+q.

Example 4. For (4), let N be an «-dimensional minimal submanifold in Hq and M

an «-dimensional minimal submanifold of R+X Hp ~ ' with metric

(coshs)2"/m(ifc2 + (sinhi)2g).

Then M X N can be minimally immersed in Hp+q.

In particular, we have simple cases in Examples 3 and 4.

Example 3'. Let N be a complete minimal submanifold in Rq. Then R Xe¡ N is a

complete minimal submanifold in Hq+X.

Example 4'. Let A7 be a complete minimal submanifold in Hq. Then R X cosh s N is

a complete minimal submanifold in Hq+X.

Example 5. For (5), let N be an «-dimensional minimal submanifold in Sq and M

an w-dimensional minimal submanifold in R + XHpX with metric

(sinhi) "/m{ds2 + (coshs) g).

Then M X N can be minimally immersed in Hp+q.

5. Complete submanifolds with parallel mean curvature vector in real space forms.

If p = 2 in each example of §4, then M is a geodesic of a surface with "some

metric". More generally this section is devoted to the study of curves M (= y) for

each case such that y X N has constant mean curvature.

Example 6. [(0, w/2) X^S1] XcoSJ5<? is isometric to an open set of S2+q. Let N

be an «-dimensional minimal submanifold and y a nonparametric curve (s(t), t) in

(0, ff/2) XsinsSx whose unit normal vector field 91 is given by

((sin s)d/ds — s/ (sin s)d/dt)/p2 + sin2 s ,

where i = 35/3/. It follows from Lemma 10 that the mean curvature vector of

y X TV is l/(« + 1)£, + («/(« + 1)) tan stf/ds^ , which has constant length H if

and only if the innerproduct of 91 and £ is H or -H. From Lemma 2, we get an

ordinary differential equation for s:

(5.1)    {(s — (sin í)(cosí))(sin s) — 2s2coss)/\Js2 + sin2s

+ n(sins)(tan s)/Js2 + sin2 s = ± (« + \)H,
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which leads to

(sin2 s cos" s/]¡s2 + sin2 s )   +//(cos"+ls)' = 0.

Hence there is a constant c such that

(5.2) s2 = sin2 s{sin2 seos2" s/ (±Hcosn+x s + c)2 - l).

To simplify the analysis of solutions in (5.1), we consider the case where the

right-hand side of (5.1) is (n + \)H and c > 0. These guarantee Hcosn+x s + c > 0.

We may assume that s satisfies the initial conditions

j(0) = a,   s(0) = 0,   5(0) > 0.

Then

c = -Hcosn+x a + (sin a)cos" a   and

H < tan a < {((« + \)/n)H + /((» + l)/«)2//2 + 4/« 1/2.

It is easy to see that there is b such that 0 < a < b < w/2 and

(5.3) cos"+1 ¿(tan b - H) = cos"+l a(tan a - H).

We denote by Qa the smallest positive t such that s(t) = 0. Then s is an increasing

function on [0, fij and s(ßa) = b. In fact, S2a is given by

(5.4)    Qa=jb
sin2 x cos2" *

sinx,
[#(cos"+1x - cos"+1ö) + (sina)cos"a]'

dx

On the other hand, we note that a solution s of (5.1) is invariant under the reflection,

t0 + t^t0-t,

such that s(t0) — 0. Since reflections at t = 0, ßa, 2Qa, 3Qa, etc. act on s, s is a

periodic function on R with period ßa. y is a closed curve if and only if ßa is a

rational multiple of m. Since Qa is a nonconstant, continuous function of a, we see

that there exist countable closed curves for a given nonnegative number H. Since 91

is parallel, so is £. Collecting these results, we have

Theorem 2. Let N be an n-dimensional compact minimal submanifold in Sq. For a

given nonnegative number H, there exist countable immersions of the compact manifold

Sx X N into S2+q with parallel mean curvature vector with length H.

Corollary 2. Theorem 2 holds for Sx X Sq.

Remark. When H = 0, compact minimal hypersurfaces (except the Clifford torus

which appeared in Corollary 2) are called Otsuki manifolds [7,12].

In Theorem 2, if N has the trivial normal connection, then (2) of Lemma 9 asserts

-that the normal connection of Sx X N is also flat. In the case that TV is a Clifford

torus T""1 in S2"~3, we have
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Corollary 3. Let H be a nonnegative number, then there exist countable immer-

sions of T" into S2"~x with trivial normal connection and parallel mean curvature

vector with length H.

Example 7. (R+XR)XsSq is isometric to an open set of R2+q. Let A7 be an

«-dimensional minimal submanifold and y a nonparametric curve y — (s(t), t) in

R+XR whose unit normal vector field 91 may be (3/3s — ¿3/3/)/ y 1 + s2. By a

direct computation similar to Example 6, we obtain the ordinary differential

equation of s for a given nonnegative number H,

(5.5) (l/^/l +s2fs-n/(s]jl +s2) = ±(n+ \)H.

It implies that there is a constant c such that

(5.6) s2 = s2n/ (c + ((« + \)H/n)snf - 1.

To guarantee c + (« + \)Hs"/n > 0, we assume that the right-hand side of (5.5) is

-(« + \)H and c > 0. Supposing that the initial conditions for s satisfy

s(0) = a,   i(0) = 0,   i(0)>0,

we obtain c = a"(l - (« + \)H/n) and a, 1 < «/(« + \)H. Since

0< limi2"/(c+ ((«+ \)H/n)s"f - 1 = («/(«+ \)H)2 - 1< +a>,
J-*00

s is an increasing function on [0, oo). Using the symmetry t -* —t, we can get a

positive function on R. Thus the length of a nonparametric curve y is oo. Using y

reparametrized by arc length u, we may regard y X N as the warped product

R Xs(y(u))N- From Lemma 1, the completeness of TV shows that y X TV' is complete.

We obtain the following result analogous to Theorem 2.

THEOREM 3. Let N be an n-dimensional complete minimal submanifold in Sq and H a

nonnegative number < «/(« + 1). Then there exists an immersion of R X N into R2+q

such that the induced metric is complete and the mean curvature vector is parallel with

length H.

Remark. When H = 0 and N — Sq in Theorem 3, a minimal hypersurface R X Sq

is a generalization of the catenoid [2].

Since every compact homogeneous space can be minimally immersed in S" [7], we

get the following:

Corollary 4. Let N be a compact homogeneous space. Then R X N can be

minimally immersed in R" as a complete submanifold.

Example 8. (R+ Xcoshs R) Xsinhs Sq is isometric to an open set of H2+q. Let TV be

an «-dimensional minimal submanifold of Sq and y a nonparametric curve y =

(s(t), t) in R+ XcosiisR. Its unit normal vector field is

((coshi)3/3i — s/ (coshi)3/3/)/yi2 + cosh2 5 .

y X TV has constant mean curvature H if and only if

,-3

(5.7) {(coshs)(i — (coshs)(sinhi)) — 2s sinhj}/v¿2 + cosh2*

— «cosh2 5/ (sinhs)yi2 + cosh2 s = ±(« + \)H.
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Consequently, there is a constant c such that

(5.8) s2 = cosh2 s {(cosh2 s)(sinh2ns)/ [Tfsinh2 * + c]2 - 1}.

We only consider the case that the right-hand side of (5.7) is -(« + 1)77 and c > 0.

Providing that the initial conditions of * satisfy

j(0) = a,   ¿(0) = 0,   j(0) > 0,

we see c = (cosh a)sinh" a — 77sinh"+ ' a and

tanh a < 1/77,       tanh2 a - (« + 1)77 tanh a + « > 0.

For the sake of simplicity, we assume 1 < tanh a < \/H. This asserts the right-hand

side of (5.8) has 0 only at s — a. Hence we must consider two cases:

(5.9) There is t0 such that tQ < oo and lim s(t) = + oo,
t-t0

(5.10) s is an increasing function on [0, oo ).

But the length of the curve is oo for any case. Thus y X N is complete if so is N.

Theorem 4. Let N be an n-dimensional complete minimal submanifold in Sq. For a

given nonnegative number 77 < 1, there exist countable immersions of RX N into

H2+q such that the induced metric is complete and the mean curvature vector is parallel

with length 77.

We obtain the same result as Corollary 4.

Corollary 5. Let N be a compact homogeneous space. Then RX N can be

minimally immersed in 77" such that the induced metric is complete.

Remark. Using Examples 3 and 4, we obtain results similar to these theorems.

6. Second observation. Let M be a (2« — l)-dimensional Sasakian manifold with

Sasakian structure (<¡>, £, rj, g) and N an (« — l)-dimensional integral submanifold

in M (i.e., £ is perpendicular to TV). We denote by Expxtt- a one parameter group of

isometries generated by £. An orbit of N is expressed in terms of a map S of R X N

into M given by S(t, x) — Expx/£. We observe that if Expx/£ has a period (for

example, S2"~x has a period 2w), we may replace R by Sx. The following is clear:

Lemma 12. S is an isometric immersion of the Riemannian product RX N into M.

{/} X N for each t E R is also an integral submanifold whose second fundamental form

a, is expressed as a, = (Expxt^)jj, where a is the second fundamental form of N.

Let / and « be functions on an interval 7, with coordinate function s such that

/ > 0 and f2 + « > 0. The same process as in §3 defines a metric g on 7, X M. A

map T of 7, X RX N into 7, X M is naturally induced as T(s, t, x) = (s, Expx/£). It

is clear that T is an immersion with the induced metric ds2 + (f2 + h)dt2 + f2g.

We denote by aT the second fundamental form of A. It follows from Lemma 5 that

oT(d/ds,d/ds) = or(3/3i, £) = ar(3/3i, X) = ar(£, {) = 0,

ar(3/3i, X) = ((/2 + h)/f2)<t>X,       aT(X, Y) = o,(X, Y),

where X and Y are vector fields on N.
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Let 72 be an interval with coordinate function u and y a regular curve y =

(s(u), /(«)) of 72 into 7, X R. Then a map x of 72 X TV into 7, X M is defined by

x(«, x) = (s(u),Expxt(u)£).

Here we see that x is an immersion with induced metric

((3V3")2 + {f2 + «)(3//3«)2) du2 +f2(s(u))g.

Its second fundamental form is denoted by ax. Since x is composed of A and U:

72X7V->7,X7<X7V such that U(u, x) — (s(u), t(u), x), we obtain ox = aT+ au,

where av is the second fundamental form of U. Again due to Lemma 5, av satisfies

0-^(3/3«, 3/3u) = a0(3/3u, 3/3«),       aa(d/du, X) = 0   and

av{X, Y) = -jf2 + hff'{dt/du)/]l(f2 + «)(3//3«)2 + (Zsßufg(X, Y)9t,

where a0 is the second fundamental form of y in 7, XT? with metric

ds2 + (f2 + h)dt2

and

^f2 + h(dt/du)d/ds - (ds/du)/Jf2 + hd/dt}
%■■

/(/2 + «)(3//3w)2 + (ds/du)2

Lemma 13. Let X, Y be vector fields on N. Then

ax(3/3M,3/3w) = a0(3/3«, 3/3«),       ax(3/3w, X) = (/2 + h)/f2<j>X,

-//2 + «//'(3i/3«) (        ^        f        s
ax(X, Y) = g(X, y)9l + c,(X, Y).

yX/2 + «)(3i/3M)2 + (ds/du)

Hence we get the mean curvature vector £ of 72 X TV in 7, X M.

Lemma 14.

6= {-(«- 1)/V/2 + A (3í/3m)//(/2 + «)(3//3M)2 + (3*/3w)2/9L

+ 1/ (i2 + (/2 + A))a0(3/3«, 3/3«) + (« - l)//2£,}/«,

where £, is the mean curvature vector of TV.

We note that £, is perpendicular to the other parts of the right-hand side of

Lemma 14, which, together with Lemma 11, implies the second observation.

Theorem 5. 72 X TV is minimal in 7, X M with metric g if and only if

(1) y is a geodesic in 7, X 7? with metric

f*n-V(ds2+(f2 + h)dt2),

(2) TV is minimal in M.

Lemma 15. For the almost complex structure J of 7, X M, 72 X TV is a totally real

submanifold (i.e., JT(I2 X TV) is the normal bundle of I2X N in 7, X M).
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7. Applications of the second observation. In this section, since we only consider

M — S2"~x, we may assume that y is a curve in 7, X Sx.

Example 9. If /= sin* and « = 0, then (0,i)XS2"_l with metric g is the

warped product (0, m) X sins S2"~ ' which is isometric to an open set of S2". Let TV be

an (n — l)-dimensional minimal integral submanifold in S2"~x and y a nonparamet-

ric curve (s(t),t) in (0,m) XsiasSx. According to Lemma 14, the mean curvature

vector £ of y X TV in S2" is given by

{l/(i2 + sin2i)a0(y+,yHt) - ((« - l)cos s/Js2 + sin2i )9l}/«,

where y„, is the tangent vector of y and

91= ((sinj)a/3i- (s/ (sini))3/3i)/\/i2 + sin2i .

We see that the length of £ is constant 77 if and only if the innerproduct of 91 and £

is 77 or -77, because £ is proportional to 91. On the other hand, a0(y^, y%) is already

calculated in Example 6. Thus we find the ordinary differential equation for s,

(7.1) {(sins)(j- (sini)(cosj)) - 2i2cosj}/yi2 + sin2s

— (« — \)(cos s)/p2 + sin2 s = ±77.

Unfortunately, there is no first integral if 77 ¥= 0. But if 77 = 0, we have the first

integral

(i2 + sin2í)/sin2("+1)í,

which implies that there exists a positive constant c such that

(7.2) s2 = sin2i(csin2"j- 1).

Assume that s satisfies the initial conditions such that

s(0) = a,   i(0) = 0,   ï(0)>0.

Using (7.1) and (7.2), we obtain c = sin" a and 0 < a =£ 77/2. It is understood that

a = w/2 gives a constant solution s — 7r/2 which corresponds to a minimal sub-

manifold

(7.3) S: Sx X TV -» S2"~x E S2n.

Hence we may assume a < w/2. Using procedures discussed in Example 6, s is a

periodic function on R with period

o       f+«/2¡ ■        I sin2"x   , \

Ja \ V   sin     a        J

Note that the curve s = s(t) is closed in (0, m) X sin s Sx if and only if the period Qa is

a rational multiple of m. Hence there exist countable closed curves.

Theorem 6. Let TV be an(n — X)-dimensional compact minimal integral submanifold

in S2"~x. Then there exist countable minimal immersions of the compact manifold

Sx X TV into S2n, which are not contained in a totally geodesic hypersphere of S2n

except example (7.3).
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Corollary 6. Theorem 6 holds for TV = S"  x.

In particular, if « = 2, we have countable minimal immersions of A2 into S4. On

the other hand, H. B. Lawson, Jr. [8] constructs minimal immersions of A2 into S4,

which are called bipolar surfaces, by a different method. It seems that our examples

are contained in them.

Since K. Yano and M. Kon give an example of a minimal immersion of a flat

torus A""1 into S2""1 such that A""1 is an integral submanifold [16, p. 133], we get

Corollary 7. There exist countable minimal immersions of A" into S2" which are

not contained in a totally geodesic hypersphere of S2n except case (7.3).

Example 10. From Lemma 8, (0, w/2) X S2"~x with metric ds2 + sin2 sg +

sin2 s(cos2 s — l)rj ® tj is isometric to a geodesic coordinate neighborhood of Pn. Let

TV be an (« — l)-dimensional minimal integral submanifold in S2"~x and y a

nonparametric curve y(t) = (s(t), t) in (0, m/T) X Sx with metric ds2 +

sin2 s cos2 sdt2. By Lemma 14, the mean curvature vector £ of y X TV in Pn is given

by

[l/(i2 + sin2j)o0(yHc,y^) - (« - \)cos2 s/^s2 + sin2i9l}/«,

where a0 is the second fundamental form of y in (0, w/2) X S '  with metric

ds2 4- sin2 5 cos2 sdt2 and 91 is the unit normal vector field of y such that

91= {(siní)(cosi)3/3í — (s/ (sin s)(coss))d/dt)/p2 + sin2scos2.s

Consequently the condition that £ has a constant length 77 is equivalent to

(7.4)

{((siní)(cosí))í — (cos2 s — sin2 j ) (sin2 5 cos2 í + 2s2)} /ys2 + sin2 i cos2 s

— (« — 1)cos2j/v¿2 + sin2 s cos2 s — ±«77.

This implies that there exists a constant c such that

(7.5) s2 = sin2 seos2 s {sin2" seos2 s/[c + (nH/ (n + l))]2-l}.

In order to simplify the analysis of solutions of (7.4), we assume that the right-hand

side of (7.4) is «7A and c > 0. Now we choose initial conditions of s as

s(0) = a,   ¿(0)=0,    i(0)>0.

Under these initial conditions, we can apply the same argument as Example 6 to see

that s is a periodic function on R with period

a.-/*-
dx

sin2" x cos2 x
(sinx)(cosx),/--1

]¡ [«77(sin"+1x - sin"+1a)/(« + 1) + sin" acosa]2

where a and b satisfy

tan a < min {-«77+ ]J(nH)2 + 4n\/2, (n + Y)/nH
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and

sin" ¿(cos b — nH(sinb)/(n + 1)} = sin"s{cosa — «77(sina)/(« +1)}.

Hence there exist countable closed curves for each 77. These, together with Lemma

15, assert

Theorem 7. Let N be an (n — \)-dimensional compact minimal integral submanifold

in S2" ' and 77 a nonnegative number. Then there exist countably totally real

immersions of the compact manifold Sx X TV into Pn with constant mean curvature 77.

Corollary 8. Theorem 1 holds for Sx X S"~\

We also obtain a result similar to Corollary 7.

Corollary 9. Let H be a nonnegative number. Then there exist countable totally

real immersions of A" into Pn with constant mean curvature 77.

Remark. (1) If 77 = 0 in Corollary 8, then the constant solution of (7.4) corre-

sponds to a Riemannian product ^((sin a)(cos a)) X S""'(sin a), where Sl(r) is an

/-dimensional sphere with radius r and tan a = fñ. These examples are treated in [6]

(if « = 2) and [9] (a general case).

(2) Needless to say, we can construct totally real submanifolds with constant mean

curvature in C" and 77„.

8. The relation between some pinching theorems and examples. First we state some

pinching theorems.

Proposition 1 [10]. Let M be a connected compact Riemannian manifold of

dimension n with nonnegative sectional curvature. If 4>- M -» Sn+] is an isometric

immersion with constant mean curvature, then

( 1 ) \p(M) is a great or small sphere of Sn+X, and \p is an imbedding,

(2) iP(M) is a product of spheres Sp(rt) X Sq(r2) (r2 + r22 = 1) andp ¥> 1, n - 1, $

is an imbedding.

Proposition 2 [5,15]. Let M be an n-dimensional complete submanifold of nonnega-

tive sectional curvature in Rm or Sm. Suppose that the mean curvature vector is parallel

in the normal bundle and the normal connection is flat. If M is either compact or has

constant scalar curvature, then M is the product manifold S"l(r]) X ■ ■ ■ XS"k(rk).

Proposition 3 [3,17]. Let M be a compact totally real minimal surface in P2. If M

has nonnegative sectional curvature, then M is totally geodesic or flat.

Proposition 4 [4]. Let M be a 4-dimensional compact orientable conformally flat

totally real minimal submanifold in P4 with nonnegative Euler number. If M has the

scalar curvature p between 0 and 15/2, then p = 0, or 15/2.

It is easily seen that the examples for Corollaries 2,3,8 (« = 2), 8 (« = 4) and 9

(« = 4), respectively, correspond to Propositions 1,2,3 and 4 and examples for each

constant solution attain each pinching value. Considering the initial conditions near

that of constant solutions, we, roughly speaking, know that the relaxation of

pinching values is impossible.
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